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Abstract

Purpose - While studying the topic of seeking behavioral excellence (proactive and creative competence) in organization, scholars have presented a variety of literature sprinkled with countless theories on behavioral competence.

Research design, data, and methodology - Foremost among the several theories on this topic are two distinct sets of behavioral theories: OCB (Organizational Citizenship Behavior) and Constructive Deviance. Both of these theories attempt to posit their usefulness in positive organizational outcomes (such as organizational effectiveness, quality, performance, and innovations).

Results - However, their proposed constructs are opposing and studies are conducted in isolation, thereby creating a significant literature gap and omitting the possibility of being inclusive of the best that both OCB and constructive deviance have to offer.

Conclusions - The article bridges the gap by critically examining OCB and constructive deviance and including a consideration of other empirical studies in an attempt to be comprehensive while, at the same time, seeking to find an effective behavioral construct that is both appropriate and conducive for positive organizational outcomes in the context of the current business environment.
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1. Introduction

Organizations are changing in the face of global competition and challenging business environment (Dyer & Shafer, 1998), giving away bureaucratic structure to less hierarchical, and decentralized organization (Crant, 2000; Parker & Collins, 2010) to foster innovation and deliver competitive advantage for survival (Black & Synan, 1997). A more prevalent of such unconventional organizations is technology firms who emphasizes on knowledge (Hooff & Ridder, 2004) and innovation as core competence in pursuit to deliver disruptive products and drive competitive edge. In such challenging business environment, employees are expected to be more creative, more productive and more involved in the performance, innovation and survival of the organization (Yesil, Koska & Büyükbese, 2013; Chowdhury, 2013; Vadera, Pratt & Mishra, 2013). The studies of Management Science in general and Organizational Behavior, Industrial Psychology and Human Resources Management in particular are cognizant of such organizational changes and emergent of knowledge workers (workers whose core competence is knowledge) (Drucker, 1992; Dekas et al., 2013).

In the late 1960s, Peter Drucker predicted emergence of knowledge workers and knowledge and innovation (supported by rapid change of information technology) as the core competence of the organizations in the coming era. Interestingly, his prediction came to fore with emergence of unconventional organizations whose core competence is knowledge and have the capability to innovate in face of increase challenges in the business environment [e.g., Google (Dekas et al., 2013)]. These organizations are increasingly decentralized and innovative (e.g., Google) and are representative of contemporary organization. However, this contemporary view of organizations is missing in some of the important and prevailing theories of our time that claim their effectiveness in positive organizational outcomes (e.g., performance). Foremost among those contemplations is Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB) that is espoused over 200 literatures and undergone three decades of research (Organ, 1977; 1988; Smith, Organ & Near, 1983; Podsakoff et al., 2000; LePine, Erez & Johnson, 2002; Organ, Podsakoff & MacKenzie, 2006). Conversely, the challengers to these otherwise antecedent theoretical contentions are a set of contemplations that emphasizes on contemporary views of organizations (Drucker, 1992; Dyer & Shafer, 1998) and behavioral competence that could be effective in such environment (Dekas et al., 2013). Foremost among these later behavioral contemplations is Constructive Deviance (Kanter, 1988; Weick,
1979; Dehler & Welsh, 1998; Galperin, 2002; Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2004; Vadra, Pratt & Mishra, 2013; Gutworth & Dahling, 2013), a group of theories and frameworks that express complimentary views of behavioral constructs for modern organization. Protagonists of constructive deviance describe a set of behavioral dimensions that are contrary to OCB or similar antecedents constructs yet essential in modern organization and can be linked to positive organizational outcomes e.g. innovation. However, despite the divergent viewpoints of OCB and constructive deviance, both theories are having one commonality, “discretionary behavior”.

Studies of OCB advocated an aggregate behavioral construct of “discretionary behavior” that is empirically supported to be effective in positive organizational outcomes (e.g. effectiveness). In contrast, constructive deviance calls upon a set of behavioral theories of recent years that collectively posit to be effective in positive organizational outcomes. The difference here is that constructive deviance claims its instrumental suitability in modern organization and among knowledge workers while OCB is considered predated and it’s instrumental suitability is questioned (Turnipseed & Turnipseed, 2013; Dekas et al., 2013). Both aims to establish citizenship behaviors in organization claiming their appropriateness in positive organizational outcomes, however, their behavioral constructs are contradictory. Moreover, both studies are done in isolation and there is no scholarly works that converges the two in order to develop a comprehensive understanding of an effective behavioral framework building upon what best OCB and constructive deviance have to offer. Therefore, the focus of this article would be "lumping" rather than "splitting" (Fiske, 2006) across literature to develop a comprehensive understanding of an inclusive behavioral framework one that builds upon the strengths on OCB and constructive deviance studies. That is, I critically examine both sets of literatures in an inclusive manner while drawing upon validated behavioral constructs in view of creating a comprehensive behavioral typology, one that can innately posit its relative importance seeking behavioral excellence in organization by building upon complementary sets of constructs from available literatures. This integrative model of behavioral construct discounts the weakness and builds upon effective behavioral dimensionalitys of OCB and constructive deviance. I refer this inclusive behavioral framework as "Deviant Citizenship Behavior".

![Figure 1] Systematic Literature Review process
2. Methodology

The fundamental challenge in the research of organizational behavior is the vastness of literatures. Hence, author followed structured literature review process as an effective means to cope with hundreds of published papers in the field. Although the systematic literature review process was developed for medical research, it is gaining increasing awareness in management studies (Smith, Busi & Ball, 2008; Pittaway, et al., 2004). One of the benefits of structured review is that the process allows researchers to bring together as many studies possible that are relevant to the research irrespective of their disciplinary background (Boland, Cherry & Dickson, 2014). The figure below depicts the process undertaken in this article to conduct structured review which involves searching literature around the review question: What citizenship behaviors are important and effective in the positive organizational outcomes? The central context here is "citizenship behaviors" and positive organizational outcomes such as "innovation". However, the selection criteria does not exclude behavioral dimensions that are empirically linked to different positive organizational outcomes such as organizational effectiveness, task, group performance and other organizational outcomes. Instead, behavioral observations specifically in the contemporary organizations are noted and compared against other studies.

The literature search begins with keywords and search terms (Tranfield et al., 2003) and analyses of the literatures are done in phases similar to meta-ethnographic (Noblit, Manning & Miller, 1988) process except process involves in this article seeks to learn from critical analyses at each phase to advance in next phase. For example, Phase I search influenced Phase II and analyses at Phase II influenced Phase III and so on). The first search keyword of "citizenship behavior and positive organizational outcomes" resulted in 122,000 results in Google Scholar. At Phase I, OCB (Organizational Citizenship Behavior) literatures are identified as important outcome of the search and the process selected 250 literatures out of 650 for further examination at Phase II. The literatures are drawn from various academic databases in addition to Google Scholar, including but not limited to Business Source complete, Emerald and Science Direct. Literatures related to "antecedents of OCB" are excluded from critical examination focusing mainly on behavioral dimensions and positive organizational outcomes. Literatures review at Phase II influenced the study of other behavioral parallels at Phase III leading to many other literatures "constructive Controversy", "Deviance", "Innovative Work Behavior (IWB)", "positive Deviance" and "Constructive Deviance". At Phase III, "Constructive Deviance" identified as important contemplation that claims instrumental suitability as effective behavioral construct for contemporary organizations. At Phase IV, "constructive Deviance" literatures are further examined to understand its criticality in contemporary organization. At Phase V, literatures gap supported theory building activity for "Deviant Citizenship Behavior".

3. Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB): Origin, construct and importance

Organ initially presented Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB) as an essay and as part of devil’s advocacy (Organ, 1977; Organ, Podsakoff & MacKenzie, 2006) that support popular notion of “worker satisfaction affected productivity” with a variation (Chowdhury, 2013). The viewpoint expounded on the popular belief that worker’s subtler “behavior” contributes to productivity, which often is not reflected in the measure of individual and group output. These subtler contributions may take the form of different behavioral dimensions including but not limited to helping behavior, workplace governance and following the spirit to improve organization’s operational efficiency and so on. Organ’s initial proposition was barely the passage for OCB. It was until Ann smith (one of Organ’s student) who envisaged the link between Organ’s initial essay and famous Hawthorne studies (Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939). The interest led Ann to interview supervisors of a Southern Indiana plant asking them: "What are the things you would like your employee to do more of, but really cannot make them do and for which you cannot guarantee any definite rewards, other than your appreciation?" (Smith, Organ & Near, 1983). The behavioral attributes that are reported in the study can be group together in two distinct categories: Altruism and Generalized Compliance (LePine, Erez & Johnson, 2002). Altruism category captures behavior that are intended to help others (e.g. helping behavior and volunteering etc) and "generalized compliance"represents behaviors such as compliance with norm (e.g. punctuality, loyalty).

Subsequent studies (Organ, 1988; Williams & Anderson, 1991; LePine, Erez & Johnson, 2002; Barker, 2006) led to addition of few other dimensions giving OCB the form of an aggregate constructs: a) sportsmanship or acceptance of unsavory situation at workplace for the best of the group, b) Courtesy (preventing organizational problem through communications and general consideration for others) (Newland, 2012), c) Conscientiousness (Adhering to organization’s rules and regulations or not taking e.g. compliance), d) Civic Virtue (taking part in the life of organization, e.g. participation) (Graham, 1986), e) Helping Behavior (e.g. helping others; behaviors such as Altruism, peacekeeping, and cheerleading) and f) Loyalty (support or allegiance to organization).

A more accepted dimensionality of OCB includes seven dimensions proposed by Podsakoff et al. (2000) eliminating dimensional overlap and includes the followings: helping behavior, generalized compliance, individual initiative, civic virtue, organizational loyalty, self development and sportsmanship. LePine, Erez & Johnson (2002) estimate that there can be over 40 dimensions of OCB most having overlaps to some of the construct presented by Podsakoff et al.(2000). This viewpoint led LePine, Erez & Johnson (2002) to denote OCB as an aggregate or latent construct.
OCB since its preliminary presentation by Organ (1977) received a significant scholarly attention and over 200 literatures written (Podsakoff, MacKenzie & Hui, 1993; Podsakoff et al., 2000) on the subject linking the behavioral construct to various positive organizational outcomes: individual performance (MacKenzie, Podsakoff & Fetter, 1991; MacKenzie, Podsakoff & Fetter, 1993; Bachrach et al., 2007), group level performance (George & Bettenhausen, 1990; Karambayya, 1990; Podsakoff & MacKenzie, 1994; Bachrach et al., 2007), social capitol (Esfahani, Nourian & Bady, 2012; Zerea, 2012), Organizational Effectiveness (Koys, 2001; Walz & Niehoff, 2000), Total Quality Management (Adawiyah & Pramuka, 2012; Buentello, Jung & Sun, 2008; Jung & Hong, 2008) and Organizational Openness (Chernyak-Hai & Tziner, 2012). Given three decades of research and increase empirical evidence of OCB influencing positive organizational outcomes, one cannot ignore the potentials of OCB and its importance in organizational studies. However, critics argue that not all is good about OCB. There are many issues with OCB: first, scholars (Dekas et al., 2013; Chowdhury 2013) argue, historical assumption of OCB that envisage employee entering workplace by “punching the clock” (thus, punctuality, not wasting time on idle chatting and not taking break are important) is wrong. This flawed and potentially dated assumption stem from the studies that are done among lower level employees (often hourly) in manufacturing environments with few studies in healthcare and retail industry (Dekas et al., 2013). The studies neither considered changes that are occurring in workplace nor the emergence of “knowledge workers” who are increasingly dominating many industries and shaping the work-
place environment) as subject of interest. Secondly, OCB can be a cover up for impression management (Newland, 2012) implying that motive is an important determinant of OCB (Niehoff, 2000). Therefore, it is more likely that employees with ill motive may use OCB as cover up detrimental behaviors and to advance their "selfinterest" (Bolino, Turnley & Niehoff, 2004). Third, assumption that all OCB dimensions are effective in positive organizational outcomes is increasingly challenged (Turnipseed & Turnipseed, 2013; Dekas et al., 2013). Most of the studies measure OCB in aggregate rather than individual constructs though growing empirical evidence suggests that few dimensions are effective. The measures of aggregate construct ignore disparaging effect of detrimental dimensions, which may render OCB ineffective. Studies show OCB dimensions such as "Generalized Compliance", "Loyalty" and "Obedience" are un conducive of innovation and causes organizational stagnations (Turnipseed & Turnipseed, 2013). Observations such as thilse to a call for OCB refinement, even Organ (2009) refuted on the dimensionality of OCB suggesting that the need for refinement and construct clean up. However, these suggestions of OCB refinement and construct cleanup are mindful of the fact that OCB is one of the most important theories of organizational studies and some of its dimensions are promising. To that abstraction, protagonists arguethat OCB is relatively better behavioral framework, offers fully developed construct and well researched than other theoretical parallels (especially, theories of constructive deviance).

Hence, OCB offers a good starting point for the development of a comprehensive construct that is inclusive of contenders and cognizant of contemporary organizations. However, studies to date are narrowly focused on OCB refinements and construct validity rather than being inclusive. For example, “change oriented OCB” (Bettencourt, 2004; Choi, 2007; Vigoda-Gadot & Beeri, 2012) which validates only three OCB dimensions [Altruism (helping behavior), civic virtue and sportsmanship] while adding that OCB can benefit from the inclusiveness of change oriented dimension. The study did not validate other OCB dimensions nor discount them outright rendering more questions than answer. However, change oriented OCB is an important step towards an effective comprehensive construct since it attempts to validate constructs that are important in modern organization considering today’s workplace environment. Other studies especially at Google, expond OCB suggesting dimensional overhaul while underscoring behavioral attributes of modern organization (Dekas et al., 2013). The study of Google is most sought after since the organization is representative of modern organization and embodies the characteristics of a typical firm born of, and thriving in, the knowledge economy (Dekas et al., 2013). Google moved relatively fast adjusting to changing business environment and shaping the competitive landscape while tapping on “knowledge workers” . It is an embodiment of large organization (over 37000 employees) with nimbleness of a startup: an example of ambidextrous organization. Research in Google (Dekas et al., 2013) found only three OCB dimensions (helping behavior, civic virtue and individual initiative) can be validated and others are unwarranted. More importantly, the study finds a number of other behavioral dimensions that are important for Google and divergent of OCB: Employee sustainability, voice, knowledge sharing, administrative behaviors and social participation. Dekast et al. (2013) observe that google employees’ care about their own well-being and that of others and for good reasons since work and life sometimes blend due to increasingly pervasive digital connectivity. Work is thus can be demanding and may take over life if not careful and line is

**Study at Google, Inc.**

(Dekas et al., 2013)
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Source: Chowdhury (2014).

*Figure 4* The diagram depicts behavioral observation at google
not drawn. It is the natural dispositions of "knowledge workers" to be digitally connected and intuitive of knowledge nirvana: a gift and curse of modern technology. Therefore, physical and psychological well-being is important and workers exhibiting employee sustainability behavior at Google is indicative of their consideration towards personal well-being and that of their coworkers. Similarly, sharing knowledge and expressing opinions suggesting better solutions or voicing concerns (voice behavior) to seek creative solutions to problems or deliver disruptive products advancing organizational aspiration. Social participation is thus central to such collaborative approach to seek creative solutions and foster innovation. Finally, being mindful of one's task and completing it sincerely (administrative behavior) is essential to deliver successful projects.

These behavioral observations of Googler (Google employees) innately suggest the need of a new aggregate behavioral construct one that is considerate of a different type of citizenship behavior than the passiveness suggested in OCB. Figure 4 presents a diagrammatical representation of new aggregate behavioral that is inclusive of validated OCB dimensions and other behavioral constructs observed at Google. However, one may argue that other behavioral parallels, which contend their usefulness in modern organizations and not validated at the Google study are worth exploring: theories of constructive deviance and other constructive behaviors, such as constructive controversy.

Though theories of OCB and constructive deviance/constructive behaviors are dominating much of organizational research, their studies are done in isolation. There has not been any comprehensive effort of their inclusiveness to date. This inadverntence creates gaps in the body of knowledge rendering theories of organizational behavioral frameworks espoused till-date questionable. It is thus imperative that an inclusive behavior

Source: Chowdhury (2014).

*Figure 5* Diagram shows two main streams of literatures while other behavioral frameworks/theories having construct overlaps of the two
havioral framework is developed, one that critically examines available literatures (OCB and constructive deviance) and build upon the strength of what best those prior behavioral frameworks have to offer.

A more critical look at scholarly works in learning studies imparts two distinctive streams of literatures espousing behavioral competence for organizations: 1) prosocial behaviors advanced by OCB and 2) various constructive behaviors that are collectively known as constructive deviance. Attributes of other behavioral frameworks may overlap this two central concepts as depicted in figure below. For example, block 1 (please refer to figure below) expounds OCB seeking refinement includes OCBS (Chowdhury, 2013), Change-oriented OCB (Bettencourt, 2004; Choi, 2007; Vigoda-Gadot & Beeri, 2011) and other OCB refinements (Organ, 2009) including the study at Google (Dekas et al., 2013). On the other hand, a group of theories including Innovative work behavior (IWB), positive deviance central to the movement of positive organizational scholarship (POS), PSRB (prosocial rule breaking behavior) and extra role behavior are all having construct overlap with constructive deviance (Galperine, 2002; Galperine, 2012; Vardha, Pratt & Mishra, 2013) [block 3]. The block 4 (theories similar to constructive controversy) is considered outlier, however, some of its implied behavioral dimensions (in lieu of a developed construct): emotional intelligence and empathetic listening are claimed by constructive deviance.

The diagram <Figure 5> also emphasizes on literature findings depicting that OCB (identified by block 1) and constructive deviance (identified by block 3) are contradictory to each other: OCB accentuates passive behavior of compliance fit while constructive deviance challenges status quo.

4. What is constructive deviance?

To understand constructive deviance better, let us start with constructive controversy, which emphasizes on positive side of the conflict. It views conflict as natural part of organizational life and useful in creative problem solving and improved decision making if conflict is managed well. Central to constructive controversy is the notion of constructive conflict explained by theory of cooperative goal and competitive conflict (Tjosvold, 1998; Deutsch, 1973, 1980, 1990, 1994; Deutsch, Coleman & Marcus, 2000, 2011, 2014). The theory of constructive controversy (Tjosvold, 1988; Johnson & Johnson, 1979, 2000) was mainly developed for cooperative learning environment and since, it has been practiced widely in academia. However, scholars (Deutsch, 1973; Tjosvold, 1998; Chen & Tjosvold, 2002; Chen, Tjosvold & Liu, 2006) found constructive controversy (based on cooperative goal theory) could be linked to positive organizational outcomes (such as improved decision making and creative problem solving).

Constructive controversy exists when one person’s idea, theory and/or information is incompatible with others and two seek to reach an agreement (Johnson & Johnson, 1979, 2000). The process involves listening to points and counter points to draw further insights towards a creative solution. However, doing so is challenging and experts (Deutsch & Coleman, 2000) suggest two behavioral dimensions (though implicitly referred) are central to successful engagement: emotional intelligence and empathetic listening.

This reference of constructive controversy is important in the understanding of constructive deviance since it offers context, situation and behavioral constructs that are applicable to constructive deviance. More importantly, these behaviors can be part of healthier organizational regime and once developed it can become employees’ “discretionary” behavior. Though some may consider constructive controversy an outlier, it has strong behavioral similarities with constructive deviance and can be a precursor for organization that lacks environmental support but willing to have a path forward towards constructive deviance.

Constructive deviance is based on the notion that employee’s deviance behavior is not always harmful, a departure from often negative connotation of deviance (Galperin, 2002). In many instances, they engage in discrepant behaviors such as innovation and other type of volitional rule breaking that are beneficial to organization and advances organizational aspiration (Dehler & Welsh, 1998). Innovation literatures recognized these “positive behaviors” that are divergent of organizational norm as source of creativity and innovations. Many other theories, e.g. “creative individualism” (Schein, 1988), “productive nonconformity” (Pepinsky, 1961) and “opinion deviance” (Levine, 1980) attempted to draw scholarly interest on these discrepant behaviors linking their findings to positive organizational outcomes. Hanke & Saxberg (1985) was first to term theses positive discrepant behaviors as “constructive deviance” by combining the behavioral observation of Schein’s “creative individualism” (Schein, 1988), Pepinsky’s “productive nonconformity” (Pepinsky, 1961) and Levine’s “opinion deviance” (Levine, 1980). The “creative individualism” involves selective adoption to key values and norms while rejecting others while “productive nonconformity” involves above norm behavior that positively influence group or task accomplishments. The “opinion deviance” on the other hand, is similar to “constructive controversy”, difference is that former is an behavioral observation than guideline for behavior as in constructive controversy.

This initial notion of “constructive deviance” missed an important point that underscores importance of “constructive controversy” is that focus of deviance should be about “creative problem solving”and not directed towards individuals with opposing views. In other words, professional demeanor (Chowdhury, 2013) is important in expressing opposing views and engaging in such discrepant behaviors. Many scholars (Morrison, 2006; Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2004; Vardh & Weitz, 2004; Warren, 2003) observed that these volitional rule-breaking behaviors are conducted in honorable ways with intention to benefit the organization. Galperine (2002) defines constructive Deviance “as voluntary behavior that violates significant norms with the intent of improving the well-being of an organization, its members or both”. The most notable variants of “constructive deviance” are: 1) PSRB (Pro-social rule breaking) (Morrison, 2006) and 2)
Positive Deviance (Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2003; Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2004). Expounding on Brief & Motowidlo’s (1986) “pro-social” (act performed with intention of promoting welfare of another individual, group or organization) term, Morrison (2006) defines PSRB as employee’s prosocial behavior that violates organizational norm, policies and regulations or prohibition with intention to benefit the organization. Similarly, positive deviance also advocates substantial departure from organizational norm but it is rooted in positive psychology (Peterson & Seligman, 2004) and part of generative dynamics of Positive Organizational Scholarship (POS). It refers to honorable behavior that improves human condition. Vadra, Pratt & Mishra (2013) considers notion of “constructive deviance” expressed in Galperine’s (2002) definition and Positive Deviance (Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2003; Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2004) are no different rather variants in “constructive deviance” definitions. Only difference is that former focuses on behavior and outcomes and later focuses on behaviors and not the outcomes. Warren (2003) considers that constructive deviance are “behavior that deviates from the reference group norms but conforms to “hypernorms” (fundamental ethical constructs) benefiting organization. Considering the three variants of “constructive deviance” definitions, Vadra, Pratt & Mishra (2013) defines it “as behaviors that deviate from the norms of the reference group such that they benefit the reference group and conform to “hypernorms”. Their viewpoint of constructive deviance is inclusive of OCB, Positive deviance, PSRB, whistle blowing and extra-role behavior. However, it’s an effort to be inclusive but not critical. In doing so, Vadra, Pratt & Mishra (2013) omitted critical facts about OCB as discussed earlier and the need for criticality in construct development rendering their proposal questionable. We understand that OCB behavioral construct are passive in nature (Galperine, 2012) than notion of “constructive deviance” that challenges status quo. These opposing behavioral constructs cannot be innately put together to be just inclusive unless complementary dimensions are found and validated and detrimental behaviors are excluded. Therefore, one can argue about the need for inclusiveness that is critical in construct development and draws from the strength of what best other theories have to offer. In process of doing so, a comprehensive behavioral construct can be developed one that exclude detrimental behavioral dimensions, learn from available studies and builds upon best of what both constructive and OCB have to offer. Such comprehensive construct can innately contend its usefulness for modern organization.

5. Developing an inclusive behavioral Framework

From the Google study, we learn of behaviors that are important in contemporary organizations, which is divergent of OCB in aggregate construct but inclusive of three OCB dimensions. The outcome of Google study indicated the need for a new behavioral framework that considers prevailing workplace environment, pervasiveness of technology and business environment and how these factors influence work and more importantly, behavioral attributes of today’s "knowledge workers". Study of Google found only three validated dimensions of OCB (helping, civic virtue and individual initiative) while observed five other distinct dimensions that are divergent of OCB: Voice, Employee Sustainability, Social Participation, Knowledge sharing and Administrative behaviors.

This new aggregate construct offers insights to behaviors of "knowledge workers" especially in an innovative workplace environment. However, we can only consider this is a step forward rather than comprehensive behavioral construct since the study is not inclusive of other behavioral parallels of OCB, e.g. Constructive Deviance. Hence, to be critical in the construct development, let us explore this aggregate construct eliminating dimensional overlaps while adding validated dimensions that are advocated elsewhere (Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2003; Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2004; Morrison, 2006; Vardi & Weitz, 2004; Warren, 2003; Galperine, 2002; Vadra, Pratt & Mishra, 2013). One of the important OCB construct validated in Google is "individual initiative" which Podsakoff et al. (2000) consider having similarities with Morrison and Phelps’ "taking charge" (Morrison & Phelps, 1999), Borman and Motowidlo’s persisting with enthusiasm and volunteering to carry out task activities constructs (Borman & Motowidlo, 1993, 1997) and George’s (George & Brief, 1992; George & Jones, 1997) making constructive suggestions. The voice behavior identified at Google study (Dekas et al, 2013) includes attributes such as "making creative suggestion to coworkers", "voice opinions" and "encourage others" thus having similarities of aforementioned attributes. Therefore, following Podsakoff et al.’s (2000) view of "individual initiative" we could suggest that Dekas et al.’s (2013) observation of Voice Behavior may fit within the expanded dimensionality of "individual initiative". With this assumption, we can short list dimensions presented at Dekas et al.’s (2013) study to a total of seven: helping behavior, civic virtue, individual initiative (inclusive of voice behavior), employee sustainability, social participation, knowledge sharing and administrative behavior. Subsequently, following the discussion of constructive controversy (which implicitly refers) we learn about two other behavioral dimensions: (Emotional Intelligence and Empathic Listening). Adding these to the seven dimensions, the new aggregate construct now has nine dimensions (please view figure 6). Constructive controversy suggest that assuming goal orientation as the primary antecedent, people engaged in constructive controversy must focus on opposing viewpoints and/or problem under discussion and not the person; by this it implies that one should be aware of their own emotion and that of others and respond accordingly. This awareness of emotion is referred here to as “Emotional Intelligence” elsewhere (Mayer, Salovey & Caruso, 2004) and literature (Rebecca, 1999) supports the influence of emotional intelligence in positive organizational outcomes.
development processes of comprehensive behavioral framework.

Similarly, constructive controversy also suggest people engaging in constructive controversy must listen to each other’s argument to develop an comprehensive view of the subject in order to seek solutions to the issue or make decision. This listening aptitude is referred elsewhere as “empathic listening” (Myers, 2000). There is growing scholarly workson “empathic listening” emphasizing its importance in organizational studies (McComb & Jablin, 1984; Eisenberg & Witten, 1987; Bodie, 2011) and especially in organizational communications (Eisenberg & Witten, 1987; Comer & Drollinger, 1999). More importantly, both emotional intelligence and empathic listening are considered important behavioral dimensions (Robbins & Galperin, 2010) of constructive deviance. However, since empathic listening is characterized by “Empathy” [a behavior that is associated with intellectual capacity to share and recognize emotion of others (Decety& Jackson, 2004)], the later is better suited for the consideration of new behavioral dimension in the aggregate construct under development. According to Sadri, Weber & Gentry (2011), there is significant literature support espousing empathy as the fundamental part of leadership. In other studies, empathy has been shown related to work performance (Silvester, et al., 2007) and various organizational outcomes (e.g. positive clinical outcomes; Hojat, et al., 2011).

Following through the list of behavioral dimensions discussed in constructive deviance, IWB (innovative work Behavior) is another important construct and worth exploring further. The IWB is a multi-dimensional behavior that includes many attributes such as idea generation, idea promotion, risk taking, application and openness to experience. According to the organizational innovation model presented by Woodman, Sawyer & Griffin (1993), IWB can be explained in three categories: personal innovation, team innovation and organizational innovation. Personal innovation is influenced by cognitive ability, character, knowledge, inner motives and social networks, while team innovation is influenced by personal innovation, team characteristics, and contextual factors. On the other hand, organizational innovations are influenced by team innovation and contextual factors (Chien, Tsai-Fang & Chin-Cheh, 2013). From this categorization, characteristics, and dependencies of “innovation model”, one could perceive that the model suggested an implied notion of “knowledge sharing” as central conduit. It is implied that knowledge creation and exchange are central to this innovation processes and such transformation of knowledge can be explained by “knowledge spiral theory”(Huang & Wang, 2008; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka& Toyama, 2003). According to Chien, Tsai-Fang & Chin-Cheh (2013) knowledge sharing is central to such knowledge transformation (as in knowledge spiral theory) and thus to innovation assuming that the antecedents of “organizational innovative climate” exist where knowledge transformation is occurring. In other words, presence of “organizational innovation climate” will foster “knowledge sharing” among individual and groups resulting knowledge transformation.
and driving IWB (Figure 7). However, knowledge sharing behavior is end-result of organizational factors including organizational structure and climate that are conducive of knowledge sharing (Rehman, Mahmood & Salleh, 2011 Lin, 2007).
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**Knowledge Spiral Theory**
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*Figure 7* The diagrammatical representation of how “knowledge sharing” behavior influences IWB.

Therefore, “knowledge sharing” is a critical behavioral dimension for innovation and for the purpose of this study, it is inclusive of IWB. So, rather than adding IWB dimensionality to our comprehensive construct as a distinct dimension, we could expand “knowledge sharing”behavioral dimension presented earlier to include IWB attributes of idea generation, idea promotion, application and openness to experience as subset.

Following the discussion of constructive deviance, we learn that Positive Deviance (Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2003; Spreitzer & Sonenshein, 2004) is central to it though scholars (Galperine, 2002; Galperine, 2012; Vadra, Pratt & Mishra, 2013) implied the inclusiveness of other behaviors such as PSRB, whistle blowing and extra-role behavior in defining constructive deviance. Other than positive deviance, important attributes of PSRB, whistle-blowing and extra-role behavior are already captured in the comprehensive construct development. The construct of positive deviance seems to offer a set of new dimensions that are unique and thus worth evaluating for example, the evaluative behavior of positive disobedience and competence (Fave, 2006). The positive disobedience is considered voluntary behavior rooted in positive psychology and goes beyond job requirements to benefit organization. Unlike OCB it challenges status quo to advance organizational aspiration rather than self interest or impression management (Neider & Schriesheim, 2005). Before people engage in positive deviance, they must have ability to self-esteem and confidence to generate argument and get the message across. It also requires self-determination and courage (Morrison, 2003). These behavioral dimensions are distinct and receiving increase scholarly attention as evident by our discussion of constructive deviance. Hence, rather than separating the attributes and/or dimensions in absence of a fully developed construct, let us consider positive deviance as the representative construct of this distinct behavioral phenomena for the proposed aggregate behavioral construct.

Therefore, with inclusion of positive deviance there will be 10 dimensions in the proposed aggregate construct: helping behavior, civic virtue, individual initiative, Employee Sustainability, Social Participation, Knowledge Sharing, Administrative Behavior, emotional Intelligence, Empathy and Positive Deviance. I refer this comprehensive behavioral construct as “Deviant Citizenship Behavior” and borrowing from the definition of constructive deviance (Vadra, Pratt & Mishra, 2013) and OCB (Organ, 1988), I define it as: individual’s discretionary behaviors that deviate from the norms of the reference group as such that in the aggregate promotes the effective functioning of the organization and conform to hypernorms.
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*Figure 8* The construct typology of Deviant Citizenship Behavior.

The proposed Deviant Citizenship Behavior (DCB) henceforth advances the aspiration to be comprehensive in the development of a latent construct that merges the two streams of literatures (OCB and constructive deviance) while attempting to be critical of construct development. It builds upon the best of what OCB and constructive deviance has to offer and borrows from the validated behavioral dimensions of other empirical research (e.g. Google Study).

Based on available literatures, this construct typology (as presented in figure 8) offers better perspective for positive organizational outcomes (e.g. effectiveness and innovation) than those contended in the OCB and constructive deviance theories. However, the construct development of DCB is no way complete and can benefit from further empirical research.

6. Conclusion

The study argued that organizations are changing in the face of increase competition and challenging business environment,
giving away bureaucratic structure to less hierarchical, and de-centralized organization to foster innovation and deliver competitive advantage for survival. In such organizational construct, knowledge and innovation are considered core competence and employees are expected to be more proactive and creative. To do so, they need to think out of the box, be aware, be constructive and participate in the creative problem solving. However, researches to date are too narrowly focused on advancing their viewpoints while ignoring the need to be inclusive in the development of a comprehensive construct that can claim its instrumental suitability in contemporary organizations given today’s challenging business environment and the need for innovation.

Therefore, to be inclusive, both past and present theories are critically examined validating their instrumental suitability in today’s organization. In doing so, the article presents findings in the form of a behavioral typology defined as “Deviant Citizenship Behavior” (DCB) that innately posits its instrumental suitability for contemporary organization. While this comprehensive construct is an attempt to be inclusive based on available literatures, this effort is by no means complete and the typology of DCB could further benefit from subsequent empirical research.
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